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Ford has been offering a true medium duty commercial truck since with the F, F, and F Over the
last 35 years, plenty has changed about the trucks, including different joint ventures with other
commercial truckmakers and various contracts with engine and transmission suppliers. Well
that trend continues with the all-new F and F trucks, but Ford is now leaving the joint ventures
and partnerships behind. The new F and F are all Ford â€” even down to the powertrain. Gone is
the Cummins 6. Aside from the mechanical bits, the new F and F boast a new exterior design
that moves the trucks into the current decade and mirrors some of the cues found on the F
through F Super Duty trucks. Even the interiors match that of the smaller trucks. The grille
looks as if it was enlarged on a copy machine and clipped onto the updates hood and fenders. It
would seem Ford had an extra stockpile of Econoline parts left over after the passenger and
cargo van went extinct. Ford still offers the cut-away E-Series chassis cab. The entire cab
structure, including the doors, windshield, and roof, are the same as an F Of course, the
similarities between the standard F or F stop at the bodywork. The mighty F and F ride on a
huge ladder frame with large wheels and tires. When the truck rolls off the assembly line, it
comes as a chassis cab. The interior of the new medium duty Super Duty trucks is the same of
the standard, non-commercial Super Duty. That gives drivers of the F and F familiar controls
and gauges found in trucks they may drive on a daily basis. But unlike a personal truck, the F
and F are all about work. Rather than making horsepower and pound-feet of torque, the
commercial trucks are detuned, presumably for a longer lifespan in heavy-hauling conditions.
The base output for the Power Stroke is listed at horsepower and pound-feet of torque, the
mid-range output is horsepower and pound-feet of torque, and the max output available is
horsepower and pound-feet of toque. Those output numbers mostly surpass the 6. That
six-speed automatic pulls double duty with the standard engine that comes in the F and F The
old-school 6. Unfortunately, the V makes 42 horsepower less than it did in , though torque has
risen by three pound-feet. While both are rather obvious, the gas engine is likely to be dwarfed
by the Power Stroke diesel in terms of sales. Ford has not released pricing information on the F
and F as of this writing, but we can expect things to stay roughly where they were. Dump
bodies, flatbeds, cargo boxes are all sold by separate retailers at prices they set. General
Motors is rumored to be re-entering the Class 6 and 7 market in partnership with Navistar. This
comes after The General left the market in thanks to a tanking economy and slow sales of
commercial trucks. Now with things booming again, the Kodiak and TopKick may return. Like
before, the trucks will likely come powered with the 6. Though there are several high points of
the changes for the model year, perhaps the most significant â€” at least for Ford â€” is that the
truck will be easier to manufacture and service since all its components are sourced from
in-house. For the end user, the truck offers a quieter ride than before with its Power Stroke
turbodiesel while still offering the same towing and hauling capabilities known to these type
medium duty trucks. Thanks to its exclusive Ford-designed and -built 6. Lowering in-cab and
exterior noise levels improves driver comfort and minimizes disturbances while idling at work
sites. At idle, noise levels are improved as much as 45 percent, dropping to 48 decibels from 63
decibels. Decibels measure the intensity and power of sound. Each unit increase represents a
fold increase in sound power, so a 10 decibel sound is 10 times more powerful than a zero
decibel sound, and 20 decibels is times stronger than zero decibels. Ford is the only
medium-duty truck manufacturer that designs and builds its own diesel engine and
transmission combination â€” ensuring the powertrain will work seamlessly with all chassis
components and vehicle calibrations. This approach enables Ford engineers to optimize vehicle
performance across the entire lineup and further refine the powertrain to specific customer
needs. Enhancements to the Power Stroke combustion system, structural integrity of the
compacted graphite iron block and single turbocharger mounted to the engine block account
for many of the noise, vibration and harshness improvements over the previously offered diesel
engine. Specific design upgrades were made to the fuel injectors to optimize the combustion
process, which features a two-stage combustion event instead of a single-injection event,
further avoiding harsh, sudden and loud combustion. A starter or pilot fuel injector in the 6. The
result is smoother combustion with less diesel clatter and a reduction of intrusive engine sound
both inside and outside the truck. At idle, two pilot injection events are used to make the firing
process even smoother and to aid in quietness. In addition to quieter operation, the 6.
Best-in-class standard horsepower, lb. Multiple ratings provide customers the flexibility to scale
engine power to work applications and operations. In addition to its Power Stroke diesel engine,
Ford remains the only automaker in the segment to offer a gasoline-powered engine for a
medium-duty truck. The 6. The new exterior styling commands attention on the road with Built
Ford Tough looks that also help deliver improved functionality. The all-new mesh grille framed
by hallmark Ford nostrils helps improve airflow for optimal cooling performance. The area
behind the cab was redesigned to more easily accommodate custom work bodies, such as tow
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